
It’s time to talk about race

Rule 10

Popular culture is remarkable in its ability to remind us
that  ‘race’  and  racism  in  society  are  insidious  as
pernicious  discourses  and  micro-aggressions  –  from
controversies  at  the  Oscars  where  Black  actors
complained at  their  lack of opportunities and therefore
recognition, to music and sport.

In  sport  Black  players  are  complaining  that  they  are
being viewed as physical rather than intellectual beings;
hence  their  marginality  as  managers  and  leaders  post-
playing career.

Even the queen of pop, Beyoncé has split opinion about
her  shift  from safe  dance  anthems  to  allusions  to  the
politics  of  ‘race’  and  Black  separatism  in  her  song
‘Formation’.

As Lani Guinier and Gerald Torres state in their recent book, ‘race’ is 'the Miner's Canary' as its use in
the  everyday  signals  more  odious  and  often  invisible  problems  in  our  environs.  Analogous  to
entertainment  and  sport,  higher  education  has  a  significant  problem with  its  colonial  past,  racial
discrimination and their related racial outcomes.

Recent statements in The Sunday Times by the UK Prime Minister David Cameron that racism in the
UK's leading institutions "should shame our nation" is  the tip of the iceberg with regard to recent
concerns with ‘race’ in higher education, as a young Black man is more likely to be in prison than at a
top university.

In addition to this, statistics from the Trades Union Congress, or TUC, identify an ethnic pay gap after
students leave education.  The TUC states that the higher the qualification that Black and minority
ethnic  groups  attain,  the  lower  they  receive  in  pay  against  their  White  counterparts,  which  is  a
debilitating fact to swallow for Black and minoritised ethnic, or BME, parents and their children.

Black Lives Matter

David Cameron’s claims that we should be ashamed of such racial disparities are shared in the United
States by Barack Obama whose meeting with the Black Lives Matter activists endorsed the need for
structural changes in the way institutional racism affects the life chances and experiences of Black
people.

Rates of incarceration, violent policing and education for Black and minoritised ethnic communities in
America are consistently shadowed by the real disparities that led to the civil rights movement of the
1960s.

What  is  often  referred  to  as  the  school-to-prison  pipeline  is  emphasized  in  the  US  Education
Department's findings that Black students are three times more likely to be excluded than their White
counterparts and are less likely to have access to experienced teachers.



From both sides of the desk and as one of 60 UK national Black professors, I have similar experiences
of the dearth of senior Black academics that Dr Paul Warmington describes in the Guardian. It is an
unfortunate reality that I rarely sit in my university with another Black academic, apart from in my
capacity as chair of the Race Equality and Diversity Forum… go figure.

As a result my affective senses are honed to picking up the imperceptible hesitancy when introduced to
new and let’s be honest, predominantly White, audiences. Similarly, I am sympathetic to emerging staff
and postgraduate students  who seek me out  because they know that  I  have somehow managed to
navigate some of the institutional and sector roadblocks that they are now facing as Black British
academics.

Though the figures improve for some minoritised ethnic groups, the disparities are still lamentable as
fewer progress to senior positions partially because they might feel under greater scrutiny, have to work
harder to prove themselves and are less likely to be encouraged to go for promotion.

BME staff will also receive on average lower pay and are less likely to have open-ended contracts (see
Experience of Black and Minority Ethnic Staff in HE in England).

There are also concerns about access to certain disciplines for Black staff as it is less likely that a Black
professor will come from a science, technology and engineering background. It is thus a real challenge
for senior Black academics to progress into deputy vice-chancellor or vice-chancellor positions.

I  concur  with  Warmington  when  he  argues  that  "the  effect  of  these  absences  on  Black  students'
intellectual confidence is rarely taken seriously as others ask 'Why isn't my professor Black?'".

Time to talk about race

Recent  research  in  the  UK by key stakeholders  in  the  equalities  landscape,  such  as  the  Equality
Challenge Unit’s response to the prime minister, the Higher Education Academy’s student report, the
Runneymede Trust’s Aiming Higher report and even the National Union of Students, state that it is time
to talk about race.

Images of race bias, discrimination, under-representation of staff, and students not fully meeting their
potential at the higher end of degree classifications are consistent across the higher education sector.
Further, though BME students are more likely to go to university than their White counterparts, many
are largely under-represented at Russell Group institutions even when they have the same qualifications
as their White peers.

Robbie Shilliam, reader in international relations at Queen Mary University of London, goes on to
reveal that as a result there tends to be a clustering of Black students in less prestigious universities. For
example, London Metropolitan University has as many Black students enrolled as in all of the Russell
Group institutions combined.

A direct result of this context in the UK has led to the Equality Challenge Unit, or ECU, implementing
a Race Equality Charter Mark for all  higher education institutions. It  is  focused on improving the
representation, progression and success of Black and minoritised ethnic staff and students within higher
education.

The ECU hopes that the Race Equality Charter can inspire a strategic approach to making cultural and
systemic changes that will make a real difference to Black and minoritised ethnic staff and students.

This  is  more  than  an  initiative  to  endorse  the  positive  values  of  ‘global  outlooks’  or
‘internationalisation’,  which  in  themselves  are  laudable  aims,  but  it  comes  with  a  more  rigorous



structure and peer-reviewed indicators of success, which, of course, some will adhere to more closely
than others.

However, the Race Equality Charter Mark is set in an uneasy context of higher education institutions
being challenged to jettison remnants of their colonial past such as the Rhodes Must Fall In Oxford and
a history of eugenics at University College London while students are asking the question 'Why is my
curriculum White?'

In the UK the prime minister’s double attack on racial bias ratchets up the pressure on those whose
complicity  leads  to  a  perpetuation  of  the  current  context  of  disproportional  racial  variance  and
disparities in opportunities.

The man leading David Cameron’s charge on race and education, the Rt Hon David Lammy MP, states
clearly that "whether in terms of admissions, attainment, employment, the student experience or indeed
staffing, universities still have some way to go to ensure equality for ethnic minorities in Britain".

Kevin Hylton is professor of equality and diversity in sport, leisure and education in the Carnegie
Faculty, Leeds Beckett University, UK. Hylton is the first Black professor to hold this title. Hylton has
published extensively in peer-reviewed journals and high profile book projects. He is currently writing
Contesting ‘Race’ and Sport: Shaming the colour line. Hylton is patron of the Race Equality Charter
and patron of the Black British Academics.
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